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COMPLETELY BOUNDED BANACH-MAZUR DISTANCEt

by CHUN ZHANG

(Received 24th April 1995)

Analogous to the Banach-Mazur distance between Banach spaces, we study the completely bounded
Banach-Mazur distance between operator spaces.

dtb(X, Y) = inf{ || T||et || T"1 \\cb, T : X i-» Y is any linear isomorphism}.

In many cases of Banach spaces and Hilbert spaces we show that the infimum is attained when T is
the identity map, and X, Y have the same base space. This provides a machinery to compute and
estimate dcb(X, Y). Later, using symmetric norming functions we construct counterexamples to show that
distinct infinite dimensional homogeneous operator spaces may have finite cb-distance, and that two
homogeneous Hilbertian operator spaces may not coincide even if they coincide over all 2-dimensional
subspaces.

1991 Mathematics subject classification: primary 47D25

1. Introduction

In the study of the local theory of Branch spaces, people introduced various ways
to measure the difference of structures between Banach spaces and their subspaces.
Examples are the bounded approximation constant and the projection constant in [18].
Another Banach space constant which plays a considerably important role is the
Banach-Mazur distance which is defined as follows.

Definition 1.1. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, then the Banach-Mazur distance
between them is defined to be

d{X, Y) = inf{ || r | | || T~l \\ : X i-> Y is a linear isomorphism}

This distance makes some impact on operator space theory too. Paulsen's paper
[13] contains an application of this distance to computations in operator spaces. There
is an analogy of this distance in operator space theory. The completely bounded norm
of a linear map between operator spaces T : X i-» Y is defined to be

*This is part of author's Ph.D. thesis directed by Professor Vern Paulsen. The author wants to express his
sincerest gratitude.
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l |T |L=sup{ | | r J : »= 1,2,3,...},

where Tn : Mn{X).-+ Mn(Y) is defined by Tn((x0)) = (T(x;,)). The following defines the
completely bounded Banach-Mazur distance which is briefly called cb-distance in the
sequel.

Definition 1.2. For any operator spaces E, F, we define

dcb(E, F) = inf {|| T \\ cb \\ T~] \\cb: T : E H-> F is any linear isomorphism}. (1)

In [15], Pisier gave a general estimate that for any n dimensional operator spaces
E, F, dcb(E, F) < n. This n is the best constant that can possibly be obtained, since we
shall see an example where the cb-distance between two n dimensional operator spaces
is exactly equal to n. Nevertheless, it is still tempting to compute the cb-distance more
precisely for some particular classes of operator spaces. In Section 2, we show that
for any two homogeneous operator spaces with the same underlying Banach spaces,
the cb-distance of equation (1) is attained by the identity map when the two
cb-norms are comparable. In Section 3 we study the case of homogeneous Hilbertian
operator spaces. We are able to show that for any two such spaces the distance is
attained by the identity operator. The theorems are applied to the computations of the
cb-distance for several examples. Section 4 is a study of homogeneous Hilbertian
operator spaces that are induced from symmetric norming functions. We define a
distance d(<D,,<I>2) between symmetric norming functions, then using the results of
Section 3 we prove that the cb-distance is equivalent to rf(<D,,d>2). This theorem
provides a machinery for us to construct examples that clarify some puzzles about
homogeneous operator spaces.

It's simple but worth remarking that for any operator spaces X, Y, Z,

dcb{X,Z)<dcb{X,Y)dcb{Y,Z).

This immediately follows from the inequality for cb-norms

\\AB\\ < \\A\\ .\\B\\ ..
II II cb— II l i e d II Web

In the category of all operator spaces, there is a special type of them called
homogeneous operator spaces which was introduced by Pisier [14]. In this paper we
study the cb-distance between homogeneous operator spaces. The notation ix is used
very often to denote the identity map on X.

Definition 1.3. An operator space X is said to be homogeneous if every T : X \
satisfies | | T | | d = | | T | | .
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2. The case of Banach spaces

Proposition 2.1. Let X be a Banach space which is assigned two homogeneous
operator space structures, Xx — (AT, {|| || „}",), X2 — (X, {|| |Q^1,). Suppose that

II (*») 111* II (*») II. for all (x9) e Mm(X), n = 1, 2, 3 . . .

Then, dcb(Xl, Xj) — || ix || cfc || i^
11| cfc, where ix : Xt \—> X2 is the identity operator on X.

Proof. Let us first notice a fact that for any invertible linear map T in B{X^, X2),
where B(Xt,X2) is the set of all bounded linear maps from Xt into X2, then T is
completely bounded and || r | | e t = \\T\\. TO see this, consider the diagram

where To is the same map as T but regarded as a map from X{ into itself. Whence
w e h a v e || T | | d = \\ix o T0\\cb< \\ix\\J T0\\c= \\ To \\ = \\ T\\, n o t i c i n g t h a t ix is
completely contractive.

Now look at

X, <

where 7̂  bears the same sense as in the last diagram. Then, | | i x | | J | i x || b< \\ix \\ b=
l l ' l l l l l l l l ' l l l l l l l l ' l l C C C

Paulsen [13] introduced a numercial invariant <x(X) for any Banach space X which
measures the difference between MIN(X) and MAX(X). The reader will also find the
definitions of spaces MIN(X) and MAX{X) in [13].

We immediately see from the definition that
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where ix : MIN(X) >-> MAX{X).

Corollary 2.2. dcb(MIN(X), MAX(X)) - OL(X) for any finite dimensional normed
space X.

Proof. The operator spaces MIN{X), MAX(X) are homogeneous since every map
T : E>-+ MIN(X) must satisfy || 7 |̂| cb= | |T| | , and every map from a MAX{X) also
satisfies the same equation. Since MIN(X) and MAX{X) are homogeneous and
comparable,

dcb(MIN(X), MAX(X)) = || ix || cb || tf || cb= || ix || d = «(*). Q

Proposition 2.1 enables us to calculate the cb-distance when two operator space
norms are comparable. We don't know whether or not the conclusion of this
proposition is true for any two homogeneous operator spaces norms on X. But if X is
a Hilbert space, we are able to show that it is true. This is done in the next section.

3. The case of Hilbert spaces

In this section, we do the computations of cb-distances between Hilbertian operator
spaces (which means the underlying spaces are Hilbert spaces). Without loss of
generality, we always suppose the two operator spaces, whose cb-distance we are
computing, are on the same Hilbert space. The following theorem is both a tool of
computation and a preparation for our main theorem.

Theorem 3.1. Let H be an n dimensional Hilbert space, H{, H2 be homogeneous
operator spaces which have H as the underlying space. Then

dcb(Hl,H2)=\\iH\\Jil\\cb,

where iH is the identity operator on H but considered from Ht to H2.

Proof. Observe that if we decompose any fixed invertible operator T : H, i-» H2 as
T= T0U
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where U is a uni tary , then | | r | | c 6 = | |T0| | c f c . Indeed, || T\\ = || T0U\\cb< \\ To \\cb „ . „cb-
II To| | ., and conversely || To|| = || TU~l \\ < {ITU ,. Similarly, || VTch = II T | L when V
II v II CO II II CO II II ~~ II II CO II II II CO

is a unitary.
Now let T = U | T | be a polar decomposition. Since I T | is positive, it is diagonalizable,

say, I T\ = VDV, where V is a unitary and £> = diag{d,, d2,..., dn). Then T = UVDV,
and | T || . = || D \\ .. Let S be the permutation of the canonical basis of H such that

ii II co II II cb

Sex =e2, Se2 = e 3 , . . . , Sen_, =en, Sen — c,, then by permuting D repeatedly, we get

By the geometric-arithmetic mean inequality

Finally,

'j ~

I cfc -

-Y]S)D

cb

i=0

I ' » II eft II '"' II cfc

• I n - iS\D
) eft

k
eftcb

1 " - '

i=0

fl- left

1 J | o | | „.
I cb II II cb

it is known (see [6, 7]) that for any T e B(H), if | | r | L . < o o

a

|ws| | | | w s || | |w s denotes

the Hilbert Schmidt norm), then T is completely bounded when it is viewed as an
element in any of the sets CB(Hrow, HJ), CB(Hcol, Hrow), (see [6]), CB(MIN(H), Hrow),
CB(Hrow,MAX(H)), (see [9]), where Hrow and Hco, are the row and column Hilbert
spaces, respectively. They are denoted by Rn and Cn respectively when dim(H) = n.
Furthermore, || T || A= || T \\ HS in all of these cases. In particular, || iH || cb= jn if H is n
dimensional.

Corollary 3.2.

dcb(Rn, CB) = n.
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Proof. Since Rn, Cn are homogeneous (see [6]), dcb(Rn, Cn) = || iH || c J | rH
l \\ cb=

II ' » II HS II '» ' II H S = V " \ / " — «•

This result was also obtained independently by Mathes in [10]. The result of this
corollary gives an example that the constant n in Pisier's theorem is attainable. Other
similar computations will yield dcb(MIN(H), Rn) = dcb(MIN(H), Cn) = Jn.

A more general class of homogeneous Hilbertian operator spaces can be obtained
by the idea of complex interpolation of Banach spaces. The reader is referred to [1, 14]
for the definitions and basic properties of interpolations of Banach spaces and operator
spaces respectively. For a compatible pair of operator spaces £0 and £,, following
Pisier [14] we use (£„, £,)<, as the notation for the interpolated spaces between £0 and
£,.

It is known that if Eo and £, are homogeneous with the same underlying Banach
space E, then (£0, £,)0 is homogeneous for all 6. Indeed, let T : (£0, £,) >-> (£0, £,) be
any completely bounded map. Let || To || cb denote the cb-norm of T when it is viewed
as T : (£0, £,)0 >—> (£0, £,)0. Then we have

Where 7J,, 7̂  are both T regarded as To : £01-> £0, 7] : £, H^ £,.
Notation. Let T : X »-> Y be a completely bounded map, in the following discussion,

we use || T \\ for its cb-norm when it is necessary to make it clear where the
cb-norm is taken.

Proposition 3.3. Let Hn be an n dimensional Hilbert space. For every 9 e [0, 1],
(i) dcb(Rn, (R., C)o) - dcb(Cn(Rn, Cn\-o) = n°.

(ii) dcb(MIN(Hn), (MIN(Hn), MAX(Hn))0) = «(//„/;
dcb(MAX(Hn\ (MIN(Hn), °

Proof. dcb(Rn, (R., Cn)e) = || iHn || cb || rH\ || cb

*? II • II l~° II • 1 1 ° II —' II ]'° II —' I I 5

- II 'Hn II £«*„.*„) II '"» II c6(RB.Cn) II '"n II cKC.C.) II '"- II cb(Cn.Rn)

= l-ni.I-ni = ne.

Similarly,

dcb((Rn, Cn)0, C.) < n1-".

Thus n = dci(Rn, C ) < dcfc(Rn(Rn. C ^ ^ a R . , C,,),, C.) < n^n1"0 = «. Thus we conclude
that dcb(Rn(Rn, Cn)0) = n°. By replacing Rn by MIN(Hn), and C. by M/4AT(//J in the
proof of (i) we get a proof of (ii). •

Proposition 3.4. For all 9 e [0,1],
dcb(Cn, (MIN(Hn), MAX{Hn))0) = dcb(Rn, (M/N(Hn), MAX(Hn))0) = > .
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Proof.

dcb(Rn(MIN(Hn), MAX{Hn))0) = \\ iHn || cfc || i~H\ \\ cb

II • I I ' ~ ° || • ||" || —i ||'"" || — 1 1 | "
— II lHn II cb(Rn,MIN(Hn)) II '»» II cb(RnMAX(Ha)) II '"« II cb(MlN{Hn),Rn) II '"»

Similarly, <UC, (MIN(Hn), MAX(Hn))0) < V^-
If <UKn, (MIN(Hn), MAX(Hn))0) < > , then

n = dcb(Rn, Cm) < dcb(Rn(MIN(Hn), MAX(Hn)0))dcb(.(MIN(Hn), MAX{Hn)0, C.))

a contradiction which implies that dcb{Rn, (MIN(Hn), MAX(HJ)0) = *Jh~.
In exactly the same way we can prove the other equality. •

We turn our attention now to the cb-distance between infinite dimensional
Hilbertian operator spaces. In the previous two propositions, if the dimension n is
replaced by oo, then all the cb-distances turn to oo. This gives rise to a natural question
whether or not the cb-distance between any distinct infinite dimensional homogeneous
Hilbertian operator spaces is infinity. We will give a counterexample in the next
section.

If H is an infinite dimensional homogeneous Hilbertian operator space, H, is a
subspace of the same dimension, then H, H, are completely isometric. Therefore if H
and K are homogeneous with the same underlying space, and if i is the identity
operator i: H >-* K, then || i \ H] || cb= || i \\ cb.

Lemma 3.5. Let H, K be homogeneous operator spaces with the same underlying
Hilbert space, KxcKbe a subspace of the same dimension as K. Let P be the orthogonal
projection of H onto Ku then || i \\ cb{H ^= \\ P \\ cb(H K).

Proof. Obviously || P || cb< || i \\ cfc. Now let // , = i"'(/C,), then

Thus||P|L=|l'1L- •

Theorem 3.6. Let H,, H2 be any homogeneous operator spaces with the same
underlying infinite dimensional Hilbert space H, then

dcb(Hl,H2)=\\iH\\JrH
1\\cb.
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Proof. For any invertible operator T e B{H), there is a polar decomposition
T =U • \T\, where U : H2 >-> if2 is a unitary. Automatically | | T| ||c6= || T||efc. So we
reduce to the case when T is positive.

Let T: C\T) >-> C(o(J)) be the Gelfand transform, where C\T) denotes the
C*-algebra generated by T, <J(T) is the spectrum of T.

For any fixed e > 0, let a(T) = (J"=1 At be a partition of a{T), such that the diameter
of each At is smaller than e. Letting XAI De t r i e characteristic function of At we define

where z, is a point in Ajt and

s = r

then || T — S || — \\ z — <p \\ < £• Notice that S is a diagonalizable operator with eigen-
values z , , z 2 , . . . ,zB. If K, is the corresponding eigenspace of z,, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,n, then
S — X!"=i zi^Ki a n d S"1 = J2"=i Z7XPK,- Here PK. is the same operator as PK], but
the former is considered to be H2 >-* Hx. By the continuity of inversion we can
suppose || T~l — S'11| < e. Among KUK2, •••Kn there is at least one K, such that
dim{Kt) = dim(H), say Kt, then

therefore

Corollary 3.7. Two homogeneous Hilbertian operator spaces Hu H2 are completely
isometric if and only if dcb(Hu H2) = 1. D

4. Homogeneous operator spaces induced by symmetric norming functions

In this section we take a look at the homogeneous Hilbertian operator spaces induced
from symmetric norming functions. These operator spaces were first introduced by B.
Mathes and V. Paulsen (see [11]). We use the idea to construct the counterexamples
referred to in the last section. We also prove a theorem which estimates the cb-distance
between any two of these spaces.

Apart from the usual operator norm, there are various other norms that can be
defined on B(H). We are interested in a particular class of these called symmetric
norming functions. We restrict these functions to be defined on the finite rank
operators only.
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Definition 4.1. A norm <D on F(H) is called a symmetric norming function if

<S>(ABC) < \\A\\- <D(B) • || C | | for all A, C e B(H), B e F(H),

where || || is the usual operator norm, and T(H) is the set of all finite rank operators
onH.

Note. First, the definition immediately implies that <b(JJTV) = <D(T) when
U, V are unitaries, and vice versa, i.e. if d>(l/TF) = <I)(r) for all unitaries U,
V and finite rank operator T, then O is a symmetric norming function. (See [7,
Theorem 3.1 & Corollary 3.1] for a justification). Secondly, the natural domain of
<5, {T € B(H): <5(T) < oo} is an ideal of B(H).

If H,, H2 are homogeneous Hilbertian operator spaces with the same underlying
space H, then the cb-norm with respect to CB(Ht, H2) is a symmetric norming function
on B(H). Indeed, for any A, C e B(H), B e CB{HU H2),

B

If H is an I2 space, T is a compact operator on H then a suitable choice of
unitaries U, V can result in UTV being a diagonal operator or even a positive
diagonal operator with the diagonal elements in non-increasing order. And
notice that if T e CB(Hlt H2), UTV = diagfa, <x2, •..} in non-increasing order,
then ||r||cfc= ||</ia<7{oc,, a2,.. -}\\cb- So the symmetric norming function || \\cb

is completely determined by a "unitarily invariant" norm on an infinite sequence
space.

Conversely, from any symmetric norming function O on B(H), we can induce a
homogeneous Hilbertian operator space norm on H in the following way (see [11]), for
any (x,y) 6 M.(H)

We denote H with this matrix norm structure #,»,,„„. It is known that H#max is
homogeneous (see [11]).

By the above remark the cb-norm in the sense of CB(H(I)maj(, Hmax) is a symmetric
norming function on H, we denote it by <bcb, i.e.

* * W = II TII <* for r e CBttf*^, tf_).

Theorem 3.2 of [11] states that there is a constant C > 0 such that
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CO(T) < 0>ci>( T) < O(T) for all finite rank T.

It is natural to study the behaviour of 4*(tf«i,mDx. #<t>2,mox)- As one may expect it is
related to the distance between <D, and O2.

Definition 4.2. Let <D,, <D2 be symmetric norming functions, we define

»,)= sup £ffl- sup

Theorem 4.3. Let (D,, O2 be symmetric norming functions, then there is a constant
C > 0 such that

. ,o2).

Proof. As we know, dcfc(/f«,,,„„, H^max) = ||iH|| ||tf \\ Suppose

then {T e ^"(H) : O2(r) < l ) c ( T e J"(H) : <D,(r) < fe}. Thus

||mo;[: O,(T) < fc}

for any (xtf) 6 MB(H). This means

Similarly,

Thus dJH^^, H^max) < dcb(<t>u <D2).
For the other inequality, take any T e ^"(H) and look at the diagram

I .max

IT ^ TJ

r
mflX
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Then

II Til < Hi II II Til
II l l < * ( H H ) - H H H c b ( « * ) II

i.e.

or

for all T e F(H) and for some C, > 0. Similarly

for all T € J"(H) and for some C2 > 0. Let C = C,C2, then

'

where the sup's are over all T e T{H). Consequently we have

max, H^max). D

This theorem generalizes [11, Theorem 3.2], and it has the following applications in
constructing examples as well.

Example. This example gives infinite dimensional homogeneous Hilbertian operator
spaces whose cb-distances to each other are finite. For every r e (0, 1), we define a
symmetric norming function via, for any (A,, A2, A3,...), A, > A2 > A3 > • • • > 0, let

Then all 0r's are equivalent to the /' norm, since

Hence
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(l-OHrll^CO^IlTll,, for all T.

Now if r, > r2, then

By Theorem 4.3 we see that

I I 1 1 < + o ° -
On the other hand, {H^max, r e (0, 1)} is not a singleton, i.e. H^,max are not all
identical. Otherwise,

" 0 1 .max y -*^4>,,max ^4>r,max'

re(0,l)

where the symbol V means to sup the norms of all H^,rmax. We have reached a
contradiction since 4>x{ki, X2,...) — Au i.e. </>, is the usual operator norm on H. But it is
easily seen that H^max = MAX(H). Indeed, for every (xj;) e Mn(H)

<sup{||(rx,)||max: T is a unitary}

= II (x.:/) L*- D

For a Banach space AT, it is well known that if all its two dimensional
subspaces are isometric to a Hilbert space, then X is a Hilbert space. Here is a
similar (but not very much the same) question in the case of operator space:
if H,, H2 are homogeneous on Hilbert space H, and if the identity map
iH : H,i-» H2 is a complete isometry when restricted to each two dimensional
subspace, are Ht and H2 identical as operator spaces? The next example answers
this question.

Proposition 4.4. Let <!>,, O2 be symmetric norming functions, and fix n. //"O,(T) =
<I>2(T) for all operators T with rank < n. Then two induced operator space structures
H<t>,,max> #*2.max agree on all n dimensional subspaces.

Proof. Suppose K is any n dimensional subspace of H, (x^) e Mn(K), then
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Note that the second equality is true because K is n dimensional, and we can consider
the decomposition H = K ® Kx. •

Example. Let O,, O2 be

for all A, > A2 > ••• > 0 . Then clearly d>,(:r) = <D2(r) if T is rank 2. Thus by the
previous lemma, H^ max, H9imax are identical on all two dimensional subspaces. But <!>,,
<S)2 are not equivalent norms, hence by Theorem 4.3, H^max, H01imax are not even
completely bounded equivalent. •

This example is easily generalized from dimension 2 to dimension n.
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